
Something inSomething in
BetweenBetween
by Melissa De la Cruz
Jasmine has studied hard, made
her immigrant parents proud and
is ready to reap the rewards in the
form of a full college scholarship.
Then her parents reveal the truth: their visas
expired years ago. That means maybe no college
at all, and the threat of deportation.
YA De La Cruz, M. (Lower Level)

Turtles All The WTurtles All The Waayy
DownDown
by John Green
Aza Holmes is trying. She is trying
to be a good daughter, a good
friend, a good student, and maybe
even a good detective, while also

living within the ever-tightening spiral of her own
obsessive thoughts.
YA Green, J. (Lower Level)

When Dimple MetWhen Dimple Met
RishiRishi
by Sandhya Menon
A heartfelt romantic comedy told
from the alternating perspectives
of two Indian-American teens
whose parents have arranged their
marriage. Dimple attempts to distance herself
from the agreement, while Rishi attempts to win
her over during a summer web development
program they both attend.
YA Menon, S. (Lower Level)

Meet CuteMeet Cute
Edited by Katie Cotugno
Whether or not you believe in
fate, luck, or love at first sight,
every romance has to start
somewhere. This anthology of
original short stories features tales
of “how they first met” from some of today’s
most popular YA authors including Nina LaCour,
Sara Shepard, Julie Murphy, Ibi Zoboi and Nicola
Yoon.
YA Meet Cute (Lower Level)

The RainsThe Rains
by Gregg Andrew Hurwitz
Something is making the adults in
Creek's Cause turn into ferocious,
inhuman beings. Chance Rain and
his older brother, Patrick, take
refuge with other kids at the

school, where they work to find the source of the
plague.
YA Hurwitz, G. (Lower Level)

Red RisingRed Rising
by Pierce Brown
In a bleak future society divided
by genetic divisions, Red Caste
Darrow joins the revolution and
volunteers for a suicidal mission to
infiltrate an elite military academy.
First, he must survive surgery to pass as a Gold.
YA Brown, P. (Lower Level)

ShaShattered Wttered Warriorarrior
by Sharon Shinn
8 years ago, Colleen's planet was
conquered by the Derichets. She
ekes out a meager living in one of
their factories until discovering
that the Valenchi, a secret

resistance group, is real. Should she risk
everything she has to join them?
YA GN Shinn, S. (Lower Level)
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All the Light WeAll the Light We
Cannot SeeCannot See
by Anthony Doerr
The paths of a blind French girl on
the run from the Nazis and a
German orphan-turned-Nazi radio
tracker cross on the Brittany coast.
Each of them is forever changed by the encounter
in this sweeping World War II epic.
FICTION Doerr, A. (2nd Level)

AllegedlAllegedlyy
by Tiffany D. Jackson
Black teen Mary is released to a
group home after enduring years in
prison for allegedly killing a white
baby. While there, she falls in love
and becomes pregnant. Will she

find the courage to set the record straight about
what really happened all those years ago?
YA Jackson, T. (Lower Level)

Basketball (AndBasketball (And
Other Things)Other Things)
by Shea Serrano
Lighthearted coverage of a wide
range of fan debates about
basketball history, from Kobe Bryant's actual
league dominance to what rules are not
permitted in pickup games.
YA 796.323 (Lower Level)

Between the worldBetween the world
and meand me
by Ta-Nehisi Coates
Written as a letter to the author's
15-year-old son, Coates presents
a bold and personal investigation
into America's racial history and

its contemporary dilemmas.
YA 305.8 C652 (Lower Level)

BintiBinti
by Nnedi Okorafor
Binti is the first Himba offered a
place at Oomza Uni, the finest
institution of higher learning in the
galaxy. To survive the journey
there, she must rely on the gifts of
her people and the wisdom within the school.
SHORT STORIES SCI FI Infinite Stars
(2nd Level)

Children of BloodChildren of Blood
and Boneand Bone
by Tomi Adeyemi
Zélie remembers when the soil of
Orisha hummed with magic. That
changed under the rule of the
ruthless king. Now, she has a

chance to restore magic and strike against the
monarchy, before the magi are destroyed forever.
YA Adeyemi, T. (Lower Level)

City of Saints andCity of Saints and
ThievesThieves
by Natalie C. Anderson
Years after a corrupt businessman
murders her mother, Tina becomes
an expert thief in order to support
her younger sister and pursue
revenge.
YA Anderson, N. (Lower Level)

A Darker Shade ofA Darker Shade of
MagicMagic
by Victoria Schwab
Officially, Kell serves as a magical
ambassador, carrying messages to
parallel-universe Londons.
Unofficially, he smuggles people

willing to pay for a glimpse of other worlds. Then
he meets Delilah...
FANTASY Schwab, V. (2nd Level)

Dividing EdenDividing Eden
by Joelle Charbonneau
When the king and crown prince
are killed by assassins, a pair of
royal twins who were never
destined to rule are forced to
compete against each other in a
deadly Trial of Succession.
YA Charbonneau, J. (Lower Level)

The Epic Crush ofThe Epic Crush of
Genie LoGenie Lo
by F. C Yee
Genie's focus on getting into a
top-tier college is derailed with
the discovery that she is a
celestial being. Enter enigmatic

transfer student, Quentin, who helps her train to
fight demons.
YA Yee, F. (Lower Level)

Killers of theKillers of the
Flower MoonFlower Moon
by David Grann
A true account of the mysterious
murders of dozens of members of
Osage Indian nation in the 1920s.
The fledgling FBI took up the case,
badly bungling it before eventually uncovering a
chilling conspiracy.
YA 970.3 O81 (Lower Level)

Love, HaLove, Hate & Otherte & Other
FilFiltersters
by Samira Ahmed
American-born Maya, a Muslim
teen, struggles with the growing
disparity between her dreams and
her parents' expectations.

Her situation is complicated when someone with
the same last name is ID'd as a terrorist, and her
suburban Chicago family is targeted by hate.
YA Ahmed, S. (Lower Level)
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